The letter is report to Ahmad al-Madanï of Shaykh last triumphal campaign which culminated in his victory over the Pulo armies at Tiawal and his entry into Hamdullahi Presumably therefore the account was written at Hamdullahi in 1278 1861/62 or 1279 1862/63 for the edification of the Futanke garrison remaining at Segu under the command of Ahmad al-Madanï who was made governor of Segu by his father before he opened the Masina campaign
The chronological significance of the document is that it cites specific dates for the campaign from the march out of Segu until the entry into Hamdullahi
In general it supports the dates given by the majority of the traditionists Assuming that these manuscripts are not spurious they constitute important aids for the establishment of tentative chronology so urgently needed in the historiography of the Caliphate of Hamdullahi 
